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Sportsman guide m1a magazines

× our price is lower than the manufacturer's published minimum price. As a result, we cannot show you the price in your catalog or product page. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. Our price is lower than
the minimum advertised price of the manufacturer. As a result, we cannot show you the price in your catalog or product page. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. · De! I apologize, sir. My mistake.
Somehow I missed it. If I absorbed what you wrote, I wouldn't respond. (I'm embarrassing myself enough even if it is.) I sold my M21/28 Overstamp Navy Thompson colt so long ago I couldn't make that visual connection. My brain was still locked on the M14/M1A mag. I have a tendency to
babble and change topics, as you can see from my posts. I easily lose people. My wife says she'll never be able to tell if I'm going senile..... My perfect plan!! · I'm a member of the sports instructor and from time to time I buy things from them. Okay, I'm a fan of their military excess and
sometimes they list things well below what others are selling until someone catches the mistake and adjusts the prices. I bought a pair of field phones like the new E-88 for around 90-100 dollars. I bought the couple, they work perfectly when they look new. What am I going to do with them?
I have no idea, cell phones are a lot easier. They were shortly out of stock and when re-registered, they sell in singles and you'll see a beat for the garbage, don't promise to work and cost much more. They also sell M14 magazines, 3 packs and singles. The FAQs for the singles said they
were made by CMI. The three packages were Fromag. Prices were almost identical, 3 pack slightly cheaper if memory is used. I remembered something my dad used to say, sometimes cheaper is more expensive. Following the advice given here, I ordered two of CMI's. I had a $10
discount coupon and a free shipping coupon. I thought the first mag was $16, the second was $26.99. After I made sure they matched, I duplicated the order as I had another $10 coupon. Does any of this help op? Not a drop. If anything, only my dad says, sometimes cheaper is more
expensive. And that's no consolation at this point. Since you didn't get any help from ProMag, I'd try to change the magazines, couldn't break broken. Try increasing/extending the hole so slightly in front of the mag. Maybe it just doesn't catch the spring guide oprod. I've got some G.I.
magazines for my Tommy that wouldn't have caught on properly, softened my hole in the back of the magazine and now they're working just fine. I purchased some of the CheckMate 20 round magazines for my Norinco M14 and they all performed flawlessly. · I'm sorry to inform the OP that
Promagas is pumping right out of the package. The only ones I've ever got to work decently are some M1 Carbine mags and my P6 Sig magazines, the latter purchased just because no one else makes them. However I was incredibly lucky. · ProMags and National make big, although
expensive, 100-foot goals with open mirrors. · I'm probably the only guy here who has a problem with CMI magazines. But, all the old BRW of USGI, KMT, OM and even Chinese magazines have all the fine work. (Waiting for my blanket party or a trip to the lumber shed)... · I'm probably the
only guy here who has a problem with CMI magazines. But, all the old BRW of USGI, KMT, OM and even Chinese magazines have all the fine work. (Waiting for my blanket party or a trip to the lumber shed)... I didn't know Chinese magazines worked for anyone. I have 1 China Mag, it's
unreliable and even threw loaded ammunition what's the top of the gun... Sent from my SM-G930P via Tapatalk · I didn't know Chinese magazines worked for anyone. I have 1 China Mag, it's unreliable and even threw loaded ammunition what's the top of the gun... Shipped from my SM-
G930P via Tapatalk I have 3 that came with Norinco or Polytech M14s. They work just fine in my Springfield M1A as well as USGI magazines from 3 different manufacturers, 2 brand new CMI however failed to hold the latch back in the last round or, in a closed Turk latch when empty mag is
removed. I gave them up... I'm probably the only guy here who has a problem with CMI magazines. But, all the old BRW of USGI, KMT, OM and even Chinese magazines have all the fine work. (Waiting for my blanket party or a trip to the lumber shed)... No lumber warehouse for you I have
a really big box of new CMI magazines still wrapping from various sources maybe I need a field to check LRBHO in some of them randomly selected I have some magazines marked Typhoon W that almost works fine until the last round kind of jumps out of the feed lips · Dion Starter • #50 •
February 22, 2017 Are you soliciting the front of the mag at first and then swinging the rear up to lock? Yes! It feels like steadched on the lug, on the back face of the magazine is too low for the magazine catch to engage in. · Yes! It feels like steadched on the lug, on the back face of the
magazine is too low for the magazine catch to engage in. Pollack was serious when he said to serve the tab, just file it until it erupted. · Discussion Starter • #52 • February 22, 2017 OP Update: Gun show that I purchased these in (Pensacola) came back around last weekend to my city (Fort
Walton Beach), so I ran in hopes of returning these to doubt. As fate would have it, they were not present. I haven't untied the rifle yet, but I'm 99% sure the seline block on the back face of the magazine extends too low to allow for proper perception. I YouTube'd ProMag before purchasing
these and found nothing negative. I thought it was ripe enough. I'm not going to sell it to another innocent person. I'll call ProMag and give them the chance to take these back and return my money. They claim to offer a lifetime warning of manufacturing defects. I consider specs to be a
manufacturing flaw. In case they're not interested, I'll do a YouTube video reviewing the magazines and documenting my customer service experience with ProMag. I'll post a link if it comes to that. Worst case in case, I'll start file on the screws and see if I can't get them to fit. If they end up
working, they'll just be magazines. M1A is not a go-to war gun -- I'm an AK guy at heart. Thank you to anyone who has weighed in on helpful advice! · yes, I kind of wanted to see a picture of your magazine, whatever. It's actually for Thermeld Mags but could be what you need to do. Don't
take it all at once and just serve a little at a time until you get the desired results. Later, P.S. Dozer or just do as suggested and throw them in the trash and order some P.P.S.S. I experienced zero problem with thermold steel magazines and my marked W but I had a occasional glitch with
one CMI I opened, keeping a few more for SHTF scenario p.p.s. see how an image improves the discussion · Load the promega, then throw it at whoever you want to hit. Buy CMI or USGI. That's it, that's it. Vazingfield uses C.M.A. · Load the promega, then throw it at whoever you want to
hit. Buy CMI or USGI. That's it, that's it. Vazingfield uses C.M.A. Al, your mistake this time. The right way to use Meg Pro is to glue him a nickel and throw him in the river, so you can be honest when you say you've lost something. · Discussion starter • #56 • February 23, 2017 to be clear,
when you refer to CMI you mean check-out industries? · OP update: Show the gun that I purchased these in (Pensacola) came back around last weekend to my city (Fort Walton Beach), so I ran in hopes of returning these to doubt. As fate would have it, they were not present. I haven't
untied the rifle yet, but I'm 99% sure the seline block on the back face of the magazine extends too low to allow for proper perception. I YouTube'd ProMag before purchasing these and found nothing negative. I thought that was enough due diligence. I'm not going to sell it to another
innocent person. I'll call ProMag and give them the chance to take these back and return my money. They claim to offer a lifetime warning of manufacturing defects. I consider specs to be a manufacturing flaw. In case they're not interested, I'll do a YouTube video reviewing the magazines
and documenting my customer service experience with ProMag. I'll post a link if it comes to that. Worst case in case, I'll start file on the screws and see if I can't get them to fit. If they end up working, they'll just be magazines. M1A is I'm going for a war gun. Thank you to everyone who
weighed in with helpful advice! A search of this forum dug it up. he reported - when fully charged, the mag stood out slightly for each side enough to notice the extra power needed to insert and lock the mag in place. At first the mag was not put in by grabbing the front in Oprod's spring guide
and swinging it back; It will only be put in by pushing upwards first, then catching the front, then swinging back. In other words, it will not be added and locked quickly. However, after a few insertions/removal, it worked just fine. Once locked inside, the mag remained inside and was stable. ·
Just put some nail polish on the back of the lug,(your wife or yours), let it dry, add mag.that will give you an idea of what you need to remove.If you can get it to work, try one for the function.If satisfied, do the rest · I just converted 700 Rem 700.223 shares into Archangel shares (it's M1A-
loaded w/ArchAngel shares glitch, as I really like the stock). Anyway, Pro-Mag makes A.I.A.'s shares and I'm stuck with their .223 magazines. I should have taken Darmal to the magazines. The half-moon groove at the top where the latch slides past blocks the screw when it is closed,
should have deepened just a little. The lips that stray the ball had to be slightly lighter for the screw to slip easily. After that, a glitch common in many different magazines, the last bullet would not feed (will be snatched by the screw). Dismantled the magazine and pulled spring out just a little
bit. The photo attached to some messages back: Had to do this trick on some of my M1A CMI magazines so they would lock properly. Everything's better. It's like anything else, a little change here or there, no big deal. Just figuring out can be difficult if you don't have the tinkering or tuning
knowledge or skills. Skills.
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